What is ScoringAg?
The only complete Global Database
for worldwide real-time traceback and traceup recordkeeping and
documentation
of agricultural products with Point-to-Point Traceback™
for each individual Commodity/Entity
in just seconds
ScoringAg is a complete interoperable database with Site-Specific
Recordkeeping ™ and standardized records that includes food, feed
ingredients, and SSOP and HACCP as well as containers and machinery
records in one simple world-wide working system.
ScoringAg’s database can integrate information of any other database
including using the QR code. ScoringAg records starts on the field and
goes all the way thorough the whole supply chain up the retailer and
consumer with an automatically created traceback code as an unique
identifier. These unique SSI-EID traceback codes stay with the product
from birth/planting throughout any processing and comingling process
without loosing its identity.
ScoringAg’s location records for every food handler, including transporter
show the full pedigree of the origin, handling and previous distribution
history of the food.
ScoringAg’s production records show all stages of growing, GAP’s,
maintaining, harvesting, certifying, storing, packing, sorting, labeling,
transporting, processing, warehouse storage, and who does it and when.
ScoringAg’s HACCP records show the sanitation and verification
requirements.
ScoringAg’s entity records for all agriculture commodities includes manure
use, water quality, employee hygiene, sanitation/prevention and animal
control, temperature controls with product testing.
ScoringAg’s database records allow to upload any type of certification
documents, tests, paper records, pictures or videos.
ScoringAg allows computer-less societies to start out with paper
recordkeeping, that can be entered later in the food chain and uploaded as
a document.
ScoringAg generates labels for shipping or receiving, human and machine
readable while recovering 100% of the data from the barcode on the label

for the required FDA and EU rule of total data storage at each handling
point.
ScoringAg’s archiving system allows everybody from farmer to retailer to
store the records according to the individual countries law.

Why to use ScoringAg?
Building a foundation of trust and accountability to the end-consumer thru
accurate traceback labeling and verification with the ScoringAg’s database.
It’s easy to use, affordable with only $ 0.55 to $ 0.0025 per record/year. See
pricelist on our website.
No expensive software to buy or to find a way to re-invent the wheel as
ScoringAg is working and used by the industry since 2004.
SSI-EID Traceback codes can be printed right off the webpage without any
extra charge and is free to use in stickered products.
ScoringAg’s flexible database can adapt to every new situation as proven
over the years. Improvements and additions are made as necessary with no
charge to the user.
No disclosure of names or addresses. User can keep extensive private
records with only an excerpt to a public record.
In case of a recall every single package or individual product that was
labeled can be traced back from the consumer throughout all steps in
seconds and saves the industry millions of dollar every time.
The cost of using ScoringAg’s traceback and recordkeeping system is only
a fraction of the cost of a recall and can actually lower the price for the
consumer.

Why is ScoringAg’s traceback system different from traceability
systems offered to the different industries?
ScoringAg is the only complete whole-chain traceback system covering all
agriculture commodities, ingredients and food products raw and
processed, repacked or commingled.
ScoringAg is the only database that passed the pizza test, handling every
commodity and ingredients on a finished food or feed product
in one single database.

The records in ScoringAg’s database moves with the product in a webbased system no matter where it comes from or goes to.
ScoringAg has an internal Move-out and Move-in interoperable data
exchange system that is patented. Records move securely in the system to the
next owner; no printing, copying, faxing or emailing.
The traceback code SSI-EID for every single product, created in the database
printed on any type of label or sticker follows the products throughout the
supply chain.
ScoringAg’s Data Management System (DMS) enables access for multiple
users anytime, anywhere using 256-bit encryption for every page, not only
the login and password page.
Traceability systems only cover a part of tracing, like cows from farm to
slaughter house door. Other systems cover what’s going on in a packingplant
only. Case level systems don’t show how the individual product was handled,
coming from and who handled it with the sanitation of the storage or processing
area. Other barcode systems don’t allow a traceback of employee's that handled
or loaded the product in seconds.
ScoringAg is the only world-wide working full-chain traceback system
operating at any level
ScoringAg’s proven database system is already built and used for many
years.
 ScoringAg is the only interoperable database covering every single
requirement by the new FDA and EU laws.
 ScoringAg also operates under the US code 21CFR Part 11.
Find more information about ScoringAg at our website www.scoringag.com

